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For the Divine Name of the Christian God among the Chin Peoples:

Pathian and the Pau Cin Hau Movement in Myanmar

Sangkeun Kim & Cope Suan Pau

Introduction

The Protestant mission history of the Chin tribe in Myanmar (Burma) is not

sufficiently investigated yet. The general information of Myanmar Christianity is

limited to the current media coverage, mainly regarding the military regime’s

persecution against the Christian believers in Myanmar.1 Human-right watchers now

estimate there are at least 500,000 refugees in eastern Myanmar along the borderline

with Thailand, in addition to about 140,000 refugee campers, already relocated in

Thailand. Most of them belong to the Karen tribe and the majority of the Myanmar

refugees are believed to be Christian. Along with the Karen, the Chins are the

Christian minority of Myanmar in danger. Many of them suffer from ceaseless

relocations and resettlements to move away from the dictators’ religious persecution.

We hope that God, Pathian [Pathian means God in Chin vernacular dialect], may

hear their laments for peace and justice so that they may return to their hilly land to

live.

This paper is about the Chins’ God, Pathian. The Chins call their Christian

God with the divine name of Pathian. When Protestant missionaries first arrived at

hilly villages of the Chins during the last year of the nineteenth century, they had

three options to transliterate the divine name of the Christian God for the people of

1 See Sheryl H. Blunt, “Destroy the Christian Religion: Campaign against Christians Presses Problem
with Refugee Resettlement,” Christianity Today, April 2007.
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the Chins: Pathian, Zinmang and Khuazing. The missionaries’ selection was Pathian

as the Universal Supreme Being i.e., the Christian God and their choice has turned out

to be an appropriate one.

We would like to investigate this transliteration process from missiological

perspectives. Was the missionaries’ selection a good one? If so, why was it good?

What are the religious connotations of Pathian, Zinmang and Khuazing anyway?

What was the role of the native peoples in the process of semantic reconfiguration of

the term, from the traditional (Laipian) Pathian to the Christian God, Pathian? What

is the missionary role of the Pau Cin Hau Movement for the new rendering of the

divine term, Pathian? To explicate this process, we would like to begin with the

ethnic background of the Chins.

I. The Ethnic Background of the Chin Peoples

The Chin peoples, a small Tibeto-Burmese ethnic tribe in the southeastern

Asia, now inhabit a vast region of highland running up as the borderline between

western Myanmar and northeastern India. The estimate size of the Chin population is

up to 1.5 million. Their initial conversion to Christianity from their traditional

animistic beliefs took place after the arrival of the American missionaries in 1899,

followed by the British colonial expansion to the region in the early twentieth

century.2 Though they have been known as the Chins, they rather identify themselves

as the Zo peoples (Zomi) as an umbrella term for their ethnicity.3 The Zo (Chin)

peoples may be segmented by smaller tribal groups such as Zomi, Mizo, Cho, Sho,

2 Martin Smith, Ethnic Groups in Burma: Development, Democracy and Human Rights (London: Anti-
Slavery International, 1994), 36.
3 Zomi means “People of Zo” and they believe that they are the descendents of Zo, their primal ancestor.
In India, the people of the same tribe call themselves as “Mizo,” the same meaning with a reverse order
of the terms.
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Khxou, Asho, Chaw, Yaw, and Masho, to name a few significant ethnic groups in the

same region. Accordingly, each Chin tribes finds it hard to accept another tribal name

for them, except the one they have identified themselves.4

The Chins or Zos have lived in the hilly regions along the Indo-Burma

borderline independently since several centuries before the arrival of the British. Even

though they have been located between the territorial vicinity of the Burmese and the

Indian borderline, they had never been under the domain of the foreign powers. After

the British occupation, however, their territory was divided for the administrative

purposes into Chin Hills, Manipur, Tripura, Arakan, Chittagong Hill Tracts and North

Cachar Hills by the colonial administrators. 5

In fact, the Chins were not de facto “hill people” before they reached the Chin

Hills by the foreign administrator’s division of the land. They had occupied the plain

territory in the valley of River Chindwin from which the Chin people have been called

as such. The people of the Chin Valley have been called as the Chins in the Bamar

[Burman] language.6 They were believed to have occupied the low and fertile land of

the Chin Valley some hundreds years before the Bamar [Burman] tribe migrated from

the present Yunnan Province of China into the region of Myanmar about 1,200-1,500

years ago. The name Chin seems to be given by the Burmans to imply that the people

of low and fertile land were carrying “basket” since the meaning of “Chindwin”

would be “the valley of the baskets.”7

4 Vum Son, Zo History: With an Introduction to Zo Culture, Economy, Religion and Their Status as an
Ethnic Minority in India, Burma, and Bangladesh (Aizawl, Mizoram: Self-published, 1986), 2.
5 Khup Za Go, Zo Chronicles: A Documentary Study of History and Culture of the Kuki-Chin-Lushai
Tribe (New Delhi: Mittal Publications, 2008), 164-165.
6 The Bamar [Burman] tribe is the dominant ethnic group, up to 68 % of the entire population, of
Myanmar. The Burmese [Burman] language is the lingua franca of Myanmar.
7 Vum Son mentions his opinion regarding the name of Chin: “the Burmans called the Zo people Chin
from their very early contacts in the eleventh or twelfth century AD. When the Burmans moved down
the Irrawaddy River and came to the Chindwin, they discovered a basket carrying people occupying the
river valley. Hence they called the river “Chindwin,” meaning “the valley of the baskets” as “chin”
means basket in Burmese. The general Burmese population accepts “chin” to be a word for basket, and
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In terms of religion, the majority of the Chins are Christians while the majority

of the Bamar (Burmese / Burman) are Buddhists of the Theravada tradition. The

people of hill tribes such as Karen, Kachins, Was, Lahus, Lisus, along with Chins, are

the most Christianized in the region. Christina Fink shows us the interrelated

connections among ethnicities, religions, languages, and politics in the Union of

Myanmar:

Burma today is a country divided ethnically, religiously, and politically.
While the military regime has insisted that it is working to unifying the
country, its promotion of the majority of Burman population and Buddhism
at the expense of other ethnic groups and religions has in many ways
exacerbated pre-existing half the country, under centralized control and to
limit the use of ethnic minority languages.”8

II. The Arrival of Christianity in the Chin Region: A Brief History

The Protestant history of Myanmar (Burma) officially began with the arrival

of Adoniram Judson (1788-1850) on July 13, 1813.9 The first American Baptist

missionary sent by ABCFM (American Board of Commissioners for Foreign

Missions), Judson’s missionary successes include the composition of the Burmese

grammar and the Burmese-English dictionary (1826), which is still in use, and the

translation of the Bible into Burmese in 1834. His early effort on evangelism was not

impressive: In 1823, ten years after his arrival, he reported only 18 members of the

Burmese Christians existing. Since the first Anglo-Burmese War (1824-26), the

situation became worse. Adoniram Jusdson was imprisoned for 21 months and his

church was destroyed. Meanwhile the Burmese [Myanmar] Baptist Church has been

established by “the Karen Apostles,” the native Burmese [Karen ethnic] preachers like

they explain that the Zo people were so called because of their habit of carrying baskets.” Vum Son. Zo
History, 3-4.
8 Christina Fink, Living Silence: Burma under Military Rule (New York: Zed Books, 2001), 13.
9 For the biography of Adoniram Judson, see Courtney Anderson, To the Golden Shore: The Life of
Adoniram Judson (Valley Forge: Judson Press, 1987).
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Ko Tha Byu and Saw Quala.10 It was not appropriate time for the English-speaking

American missionaries, while the British and the Burmese had a territorial conflict.

The American Baptist Mission dispatched Arthur and Ann Carsons to the hilly

region of the Chins in 1899. 11 The Mission believed that more missionary

opportunities would be given to the animistic Chins in the highland, rather than the

Buddhist-Burmese people in lower land. Although Mr. Carson untimely passed away

in 1908, his wife continued missionary works among the Chins till 1920. Upon the

loss of Mr. Carson, the Mission dispatched Herbert and Elizabeth Cope to the Chins

again in 1908 and the new missionary couple performed tremendous works for the

evangelization of the Chins. For example, Herbert Cope translated the New Testament

in Tedim Chin [Kamhau dialect] in 1931. The divine name of the Christian God Mr.

Cope used was Pathian.

III. Pathian vs. Zinmang: First Two Candidates for the Name of the
Christian God

Even though the Chin peoples are linguistically diverse in dialects and

ethnically multiple with sub-clans, they are all in the same belief system in Pathian as

the de facto Supreme Being. 12 Before the Christian missionaries came to their

territories, the Chins worshipped Pathian independently within their own animistic

framework. The Chins also regarded Zinmang/Zinleng or Khuazing as their “Personal

God” in daily living, while Pathian had been worshipped as “the Universal Supreme

Being,” so to speak. Interestingly they never had any types of sacrificial worship

ceremonies to Pathian in their socio-religious system while Zinmang/Zinleng has

10 For the life of Ko Tha Byu, see Francis Mason, The Karen Apostle, or Memoir of Ko Thah-Byu, the
First Karen Convert (London: Religious Tract Society, 1880).
11 Modern and academic research on the Carsons is not available yet. Even recent Biographical
Dictionary of Christian Missions, edited by Gerald Anderson, misses the Carsons. For the history of
the Chin Mission, see Robert Johnson, History of the American Baptist Chin Mission, 2 vols. (Valley
Forge, Pennsylvania: R.G. Johnson, 1988).
12 Pathian is also spelled as Pasian among the Zomi Chins especially in Tedim Region.
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been worshipped publicly and privately.13 As for the Chins, Pathian is not a personal

or regional supreme one, but rather a universal one, like an ideological concept of the

Holy Divinity. They believed in Pathian as the Universal One who provides the

Sacred Canopy to the people of the Chins, in Peter Berger’s term, but they also trust

traditional priests or shamans who worship the local spirits on the other hand.14 They

believe that Dawi, the evil spirits might be harmful to them so that they must seek the

divine protection from Zinmang/Zinleng. It will be more accurate to say that Chins

made bargains with the regional Dawi, the evil spirits, to get advantages.

Among the Chin Christians, the name of the Christian God has been

transliterated as Pathian, the Supreme Being of the Chins. As mentioned above, they

had practical worship ceremonies of Zinmang in their traditional belief system, but

not of Pathian. Then how could the Christian God be transliterated as Pathian instead

of Zinmang? Why did the Western missionaries choose Pathian to introduce the

living Christian God to the animistic Chin peoples? Why and how the Chins accept

this kind of missionary translation of the divine name into their vernacular language,

even though the name and the concepts were already there? If the primitive Chins

already had a belief in Zinmang, the personal supreme one, then how could they

accept Pathian as the Almighty One and Eternal God from another religion? Can we

then define Pathian as an equivalent of Zinmang? What is the concept of Pathian, and

what dose it mean anyway?

13 The Chins believe that Pathian is not a cruel one, and never hurt the people. That was why the Chins
never had a formal sacrificial worship or offering to appease Pathian. Rather they fear evil spirits and
believe that the evil spirits cause the people harm; and in regards of this, they have sacrificial worship
for Dawi, the spirit.
14 Peter Berger, Sacred Canopy: Elements of a Social Theory of Religion (New York: Anchor Books,
1967).
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IV. Traditional Understanding of Pathian and Zinmang among the

Chins

Even though there are many different dialects among sub-ethic groups of the

Chin peoples, some major and elementary vocabularies are the same. For example, Pa

is for father, Nu for mother, Pathian for God, Van for heaven, Lei for earth and so on.

Accordingly, all the Chin ethnic tribes have accepted Pathian as the Christian God

since the American missionaries’ translation of the divine name. Sing Khaw Khai

suggests that the word Pathian “seems to have had originated with the concept to

Heaven” since the word Pathian originally represents “an object sacrifice” to Heaven,

and Pathian “was never viewed as bearing demonic characteristic feature although the

deity was not clearly conceptualized”.15 Among the Chins, Pa refers “male” in gender

as well as “father,” and Thian or Thiang means holy, clean, tidy, etc. When the

animistic Chins identified the Almighty Supreme Being as Pathian, therefore, the

divine name may imply “a Holy One” or “a Holy Father.” In terms of religious

function of Pathian in the folk tales among the Chins, Pathian can also be found as

“the Supreme Judge of the Universe.”16

Meanwhile, the Chins had a great fear of Zinmang and Dawi since they

believed that both spirits can make harms anytime and anywhere upon humankind.

The term Zinmang was derived from the word Zing, literally meaning “dark” or

“darkness”; then with the suffix Mang, meaning the “ruling one” and its

“sovereignty,” Zinmang thus implies “the Ruler of Darkness” literally. The animistic

concepts of the Supreme Being in both Pathian and Zinmang seemed to be separated

15 Sing Khaw Khai, Zo People and Their Culture, A Historical, Cultural Study and Critical Analysis of
Zo and Its Ethnic Tribes (New Lamka, Manipur: Khampu Hatzaw, 1995), 112 and 117.
16 Herbert J. Cope, “Neino Tangthu” (meaning Myth of Neino) in Zomi Chin Elementary School
Reader No.4. In the traditional Chin myth, Pathian, the Supreme Judge of the Universe, made a rescue
of humankind out of the harms of Dawi, the evil spirits. Dawi, the spirits are continually regarded as
bad supernatural living divinities in Chin religious belief system.
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and differentiated by the Chin people after the missionary arrivals and their translation.

Their conceptualization of the divine entities allowed them to believe that Pathian, a

Holy Father and a Gracious Universal Judge, is not connected with the fear of

demonic power in Zinmang and Dawi.

To understand the difference between Pathian and Zinmang, we further need

to look up the divine role of each term in the concept of life after death among the

Chins. Both divine terminologies are closely connected to the issue. The Chins had an

unambiguous belief in life after death and they would usually attempt to go to the

heaven or heavenly places after death. They traditionally believed in the existence of

thi-tha, the spirit of the dead. Just like Korean shamanistic practice in the traditional

society, the Chins provided daily meals for spirit of the dead, thi-tha, for several days

after one’s death. The vocabulary tha, or kha in different Chin multi-ethnic tribes

refers the same term for “spirit.” With the prefix thi, thi-tha thus implies a spirit of the

dead; thus mihing-tha means “human spirit,” and with the suffix thiangtho, tha-

thiangtho means a holy spirit. Accordingly, the direct missionary translation of the

Holy Spirit as Tha-thiangtho seems to be intelligible to the Chin converts.

Furthermore, traditionally animistic Chins had a belief that one’s sickness or wellness

depends on tha’s (the spirit’s) going out from the body and/or coming into the body.

When a person’s tha leaves the body, the person suffers bodily illness; and when it

comes back into the body, the person then feels well again. Sing Khaw Khai states

that the person eventually dies when the person’s tha fails to re-enter the body.

According to Sing Khaw Khai, “when one is going to die soon, his [sic] spirit tha

goes to places where he has been before and to those whom he is more mindful of.

The spirit wanders not only during sleep but also during his wakefulness.”17

17 Sing Khaw Khai, Zo People and Their Culture, 127.
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Eventually, tha the spirit is believed to go to mithi-khua, the village of the

dead. Tha can also bring to the mithi-khua the things tha has been given at funeral

occasion and all the wealth tha has got in one’s lifetime. A dying person, at the

moment of death, is supposed to be transformed into another form of life so that the

Chins believe that if one was hungry when died, then the person’s tha would also be

hungry. If one is murdered, then the spirit has to become the slave of the slaughterer

in the next life until someone makes a vengeance for the murdered person.18

Among the Mizo Chin tribe, it is believed that the spirit leaves the dead body

and climbs a hilltop called Hringlang Thang. The spirit casts the last lingering glance

at the world the spirit he/she has lived and then goes down the other side of the hill to

cross a stream. There, the route is divided into two as one path lead to Pialral, a place

like heaven or paradise while the other lead to Mithi-khua. To be qualified for

entering, Pialral the spirit must become a thangchhuah, the special title of a

distinguished one. There are two ways to achieve this title. One way is to offer a

series of feasts, seven of more for the whole village. The other way is through killing

wild animals. To become a thangchhuah, a man has to kill seven wild animals such as

a bear, a wild boar, a gayal (mithun a kind of buffalo), an eagle, a big snake, a barking

deer, and a flying lemur. A man with the title of thangchhuah would be escorted by

the spirit of the wild animals he had killed through the journey towards the Pialral.19

It is for sure that the Chins have a clear belief in human spirit and the concept

of life after death as such. The Chins have wishes and regards that thi-tha, the spirit of

the dead, might go to the heavens or heavenly realm to the blossom of Pathian, the

Holy Father. We may witness this in the poems that have been used at the Chin

funerals. “Ka kawi a Liannu awng e, sawmsial kop ma ciang suan te. Sawmsial kop

18 Ibid., 132.
19 J. Meirion Lloyd, History of the Church in Mizoram (Aizawl, Mizoram: The Synod Publication
Board of Mizoram Presbyterian Church, 1991), 14-15.
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tawh zangphual mul tawh zua siang na tuang tut nam maw! ” It may be translated:

“Oh my beloved who I bosomed, you have gone with a pair of mithuns. With a pair of

mithuns and a hornbill, I sent you wishing you to get the bosom of our Gracious

Father!” 20 The poem was composed by the remaining husband at the funeral

ceremony of his beloved wife. The poem means that the husband killed not only a pair

of mithuns but a hornbill in the forest as he wished his beloved wife to get into

heavens by easy riding the back of mithuns and the hornbill towards the blossom of

Pathian, the Gracious Father.

V. Third Option: The Deity of Khuazing, the Place of Darkness

As mentioned above, the Chins practically regard not only Zinmang but also

Khuazing as their “personal god.” The third possible transliteration of the divine name

among the Chin, Khuazing might need some further investigation here. The divine

name of Khuazing is a terminology used by the Laimi Chins in the Haka region.

Literally speaking, Khua means a dwelling place, village, town, city, etc. In addition

to the suffix zing which means dark or darkness, Khuazing therefore refers to the

Place of Darkness. The opposite deity of Khuazing is Khuavak, the Place of Light. In

his book Zo People and Their Culture, Sing Khaw Khai compares Khuazing with

Khuavak as he puts:

Khuazing exists against khuavak. The suffix zing is literally ‘dark’ and vak
is ‘light’ in the literal sense of matter. Darkness-khuazing means the
absence of light in the atmosphere or the state of being invisible. In that
sense, zing appears to denote the invisibility of the deity. Hence, khuazing
symbolizes the invisible […] so it is derivable that khuazing represents the
divine being that controls the khua, the innate world. There is another term
denoting the divines of khua. It is khuasia or khuachia. The deity, khuazing,

20 Lian Za Nang, “The First Fruit of Christian Mission in the Chin Hills (in Burmese),” Chin Christian
Centenary Magazine, 1904-2004 (Yangon: Myanmar Baptist Convention Press, 2004), 130.
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was handed down to the Lai speakers as the chief god who ruled and owned
everything on earth, even the fate of man […].”21

The term Khuazing is used for a deity of the Invisible Supreme One who rules

leitung, the world.22 Since the word zing literally means dark or darkness in the

semantic meaning of the Chins’ vernacular language, Khuazing can be compared with

Satan, the ruler of the world, like Lucifer, the fallen archangel, in the Christian

tradition. Khuazing in the Laimi Haka dialect also has the same equivalent of the

Ungracious Ruler. Chester U. Strait, a missionary scholar to the Chins, suggests that

Khuazing as “a convenient recipient for all blames and disasters, although not

particularly the instigator.” 23 The conventional term, Khuazing-nawl, which implies

the will of god, “seems to be a most satisfying and consoling expression” in the case

of sickness. Even though a sacrificial ceremony has been made for the cure of the sick,

the future condition of the sick depends on the Khuazing-nawl, the will of god.24

Siang Kung observes Chester U. Strait with regard to Khuazing:

Since khuazing is otherworldly and far removed, but the evil spirits are most
imminent and harass the life of man [sic] from the cradle to the grave, Chin
worship is prompted by fear of the evil spirits and a desire for help.
Khuazing does not figure largely in Chin worship.”25

The people of the Laimi Chins in the Haka region have worshipped Khuazing

as their personal god but the name of Khuazing is not appropriate for the name of the

Christian God. Even though powerful and ominous, Khuazing is neither a universally

acting deity nor an immanent ruler of the world where the evil spirits are prevailing.

In the case of Pathian, however, the missionaries paid attention not only to the

Universality of Divine Acting but also to indirect relation with the evil spirits.

21 Sing Khaw Khai, Zo People and Their Culture, 106.
22 Khuachia or Khuasia is viewed as a demonic being or evil spirits that inhabit the countryside. The
term Khuasia has the sense of bad weather.
23 Chester U. Strait, The Chins’ Conception of Death and Future Life (Th.M. thesis, Berkeley Baptist
Divinity School [now American Baptist Seminary of the West], 1932), 19.
24 Ibid.
25 Henry Siang Kung, “Chin Religious Thoughts: Retrospect and Prospect” Chin Christian Centenary
Magazine, 1904-2004 (Yangon: Myanmar Baptist Convention Press, 2004), 272.
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VI. The Pau Cin Hau Movement for the Proper Name of God for

the Chins

The American missionaries who had to translate the divine name of the

Christian God into the Chin language had three possible options: Pathian, Zinmang,

and Khuazing. Among them, the missionaries’ selection was Pathian, the Universal

Supreme Being for the Chin peoples. Then, was the missionary receiving Chins the

mere receivers and users of the newly-translated divine name for the Christian God

passively?

We would like to argue that the term Pathian, rather than Zinmang or

Khuazing, became the proper name of the Christian God not only because of the

missionaries’ wise selection but also the native peoples’ active process of semantic

reconfiguration of the term. The Chin peoples were actively participated in the

process of missionary translation through somehow anti-Christian and native

movement, called the Pau Cin Hau Movement.

Pau Cin Hau (1859-1948) was the founder of a native religious movement in

Tedim and Falam areas. 26 Born in Tedim, he was brought up as a normal boy in the

traditional patterns of life. Later Pau Cin Hau confidently testified that the Pathian

revealed to him several times and gave him some instructions to obey. This is his

testimony:

During my fifteen years illness, I once had a vision of Pathian (God)
coming from heaven and commended me ‘Pau Cin Hau, learn Lai, i.e.,
reading and writing, and He held a book in His hand. God then took some
pebbles, and He put them together and separated them again in turn, in a
certain fashion. God then asked me, ‘Can you do like this?’ and I answered,
‘I can’. Then I did as He done, and I was able to do so. When I could do so
as He had done, He gave me a book.”27

26 Vum Son, Zo History, 148.
27 Khup Za Go, Chin Chronicles (India: L & R Printing Press, 1988), 16.
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Upon the mysterious revelation of Pathian, Pau Cin Hau attempted to abolish

the animistic sacrifices among the Chins and asked people to convert to his new

religion of Pathian. As a result, the people of Tedim and Falam townships became the

followers of the Pathian religion. Sing Khaw Khai describes the early development of

the Pathian religion:

Pau Cin Hau boldly and ceaselessly preached about the attributes of the
divine, which he claimed to have revealed to him. He identified the
revealing deity with Pathian and declared that Pathian had be commanded
him to abolish Zo (Chin) traditional sacrifices to Dawi. Indeed, he was able
to practically abolish the sacrificial customs not only in Tedim area, but also
in Falam area. He won converts numbering 26,000 in Tedim area and 9,700
in Falam area.”28

It was Pau Cin Hau who first proclaimed Pathian as the Supreme Being to be

worshipped by the Chin peoples. Pathian, according to Pau Cin Hau, is the almighty

God who created the universe including the heavens and the earth. Pau Cin Hau then

organized the community of converts, called Laipian Pawlpi, like Christian church

communities.29 The Laipians had their own regular Sunday worship service and their

prayer and worship style was very similar to the Christian rituals. They even

composed Laipian hymnals in the folk tunes of the Chin tradition. Sing Khaw Khai

comments about the Laipian worship and their relationship with Pathian as he puts:

The cult believers contend that there is only one God (Pathian) who gives
religions to each of people to suit with specific feature of their respective
traditions and cultures. In that case, they believe, God in His deity as
Pathian gave a religion to the Zo (Chin) people through His prophet Pau
Cin Hau […]. They refer the authenticity and authority of their faith and
belief to Pathian as revealed through Pau Cin Hau in history. What the
Laipian Pathian contrasts with the Christian Pathian is that the Laipian
Pathian had not revealed itself as the symbol of love for the Zos. Many of
its believers forsook the cult and turned to Christianity.30

28 Sing Khaw Khai, Zo People and Their Culture, 118-119.
29 Here lai implies script/literature and pian/piang has its meaning of creation or origination. Therefore,
laipian literally means “the creation of literature.”
30 Sing Khaw Khai, Zo People and Their Culture, 119-120.
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The Pau Cin Hau movement originated about the same period that the Western

missionaries came to the Chin Hills. Before that time, the primitive Chins had their

traditional animistic worship of Zinmang the supreme one and the fear of Dawi, the

evil spirits. They had a great fear of Zinmang and Dawi since they believed that these

spirits can make harms anytime upon them. As the Pau Cin Hau movement had a

rapid spread among the Chins especially in Tedim and Falam Townships, the Chin

peoples had a semantic opportunity to reconfigure the concepts of deity by comparing

the Pathian of the Pau Cin Hau movement and the new Pathian of Christianity. More

significantly, the traditional concept of Zinmang which is intimately connected with

the real existence of Dawi has been challenged by Pau Cin Hau’s religious teachings.

Pau Cin Hau sturdily claimed that the Chins should worship Pathian rather than Dawi,

in connection with Zinmang, since the latter was a mere idol worshipping.

We need more discussion to understand the differences between Pau Cin Hau’

Pathian and the Christian Pathian culturally and semantically. One thing is clear,

however, that the Christian Pathian without its semantic connotations of Pau Cin

Hau’s Pathian was not able to be accepted as the Universal Supreme Being of a new

religion by the Chins. Protestant missionaries first came to the Chin Hills in 1899 just

a few years after the British occupation of the whole Chin Hills as their colony. It was

the same time that Pau Cin Hau’s introduction of a new concept in Pathian began to

impact on the religious semantics of the Chins. Pau Cin Hau was not a Christian at all

but his native religion had significant semantic impact on the missionary movement in

the Chin Hills.
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Conclusion

After the American Protestant missionaries’ arrival to the Chin Hills in 1899,

the peoples of the hilly region gradually accepted Christianity without serious

religious or cultural conflicts. The first baptism took place in the northern Chin Hills

in 1904 and it is now estimated that about 95 % of the Chin people are Christian.

What is the reason for the smooth transition from animism to Christianity and

remarkable increase of the Christian population among the Chin peoples?

We claim that the missionary selection of the term for the divine name of the

Christian God was proper semantically and timely. Pathian was already there before

the missionary came to the hilly villages of the Chins. Pathian has been the villagers’

Universal Supreme Being for centuries. The timely Pau Cin Hau Movement provided

ample room for the missionary translators’ choice of the divine name since the

movement had disconnected the concept of Dawi from the divine virtue of Pathian.

The semantic confusion between the Laipian Pathian and the Christian Pathian was

rather contributing for the missionary establishment of Christianity among the Chin

people of Myanmar. A new religion came to them but they were familiar with God,

Pathian. Sing Khaw Khai seems to agree to our claim:

Whatever the origin and the development of the Pasian [Pathian] cult may
have been, it is difficult not to recognize that Zo [Chin] Christianity owes
great indebtedness to the religious revival led by Pau Cin Hau. His teaching
had far-reaching upon the theological development of the people […]. The
marked change that was brought about by the Pau Cin Hau’s teaching is that
Pasian [Pathian] was clearly distinguished from Dawi.” 31

Key Words:

Chin Christianity, Zo Christianity, Pathian, Myanmar Christianity, Pau Cin Hau

movement, name of God, missionary translation.

31Sing Khaw Khai. Zo People and Their Culture, 119-120.
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